Abstract
Introduction
The goal of a functional verification or test is to assure compliance with the specification [2] . An important key is the coverage metric. It measures the degree of confidence in the verification process. In this sense, several coverage metrics have been proposed in previous research works [3] . From all of them, the coverage metrics based on the circuit structure are in general more intuitive and easy to measure. For example, the toggle coverage consists in measuring the total number of circuit nodes or gates that changes its output values with input stimuli [4] . Most of the logic simulators support the toggle coverage metrics. Another coverage metric widely used is the data path coverage [5] . It indicates the percent of paths that have been exercised during the verification/test stage. Against, recent logic simulators do not yet support the data path coverage as the toggle coverage.
Since the data path coverage was formulated in [5] , it is used to check a small set of all possible paths. Sometimes, it is not possible to check all paths. That is, there exist circuit structures that may not be logically possible to exercise. Despite of this disadvantage, the data path coverage metric has demonstrated efficient to look for bugs that, otherwise they may continue as uncovered bugs [3] . Also, the data path coverage metric can be applied successfully to small circuits using exhaustive simulations. However, as the number of paths to verify grows exponentially with the number of circuit gates, the verification based on data path coverage is more difficult.
There are several advances in the satisfiability field [6, 7] . In particular, these advances are used to determine the input vector to sensitize a given path, as required in data path coverage. In addition, these recent methodologies have proven to be more efficient than other SAT methodologies based on exhaustive simulation or backtracking search strategies [8] . In addition the Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) technique permits to define and solve the SAT problem in an efficient way, as is demonstrated in [7] .
In this sense, this paper introduces a novel methodology to generate functional vectors that maximize the data path coverage of combinational circuits using MILP. Comparisons between our methodology and a greedy SAT checking method are done over a large set of MCNC'91 [1] benchmark circuits. The greedy approach consists in the explicit enumeration of path sets. For each set, a SAT problem is solved, and therefore, an input vector is obtained -if the solution is feasible.
The proposed methodology generates input vectors of maximum coverage. The resulting vectors sensitize more than one path, simultaneously. This approach is oriented to reduce the total number of vectors needed to check a design. Transitions of input vectors are propagated from primary inputs to primary outputs through propagation paths. In a propagation path, it is not allowed that more than one transition arrives to a gate. To characterize properly the propagation path in a circuit, a gate model is provided, such that, each logic gate is codified using two bits, namely, a data bit and a propagation bit.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces several graph definitions and concepts. Also, the data path coverage metric and satisfiability are explained in detail. In Section 3, the propagation of a transition and its satisfiability conditions are discussed. To propagate transitions on circuit paths, a gate model is introduced. A func-tional vector generation method based on explicit enumeration is presented in Section 4. Our solution based on MILP is exposed in Section 5. To sum up, experimental results and main conclusions are given in Sections 6 and 7, respectively. The obtained results show a great improvement in computation effort of the proposed methodology versus a SAT greedy solution.
Data path coverage problem
In order to understand the next sections, some graph definitions and concepts are following. After this introduction, the path coverage problem is discussed in detail.
Graph-theoretic definitions
Given a graph G , composed by vertices v and edges e between vertices, it represents a combinational logic circuit [9] where: the input and output vertices of the graph represent the combinational logic circuit inputs and outputs, respectively. The graph internal vertices model the logic functions of the combinational logic circuit. The edges represent the data connections between logic functions, inputs and outputs.
Formally, given a Boolean network G corresponding to a combinational logic circuit obtained by technology independent synthesis procedures -G is a structural description using 2-input AND, 2-input OR and INV gates -a set of design constrains and a logic gate library L, a mapping M is a transformation of G into a net-list of logic gates.
A 
Data path coverage
A verification quality measurement is the data path coverage [5] . The data path coverage metric is used to measure how thoroughly the paths are exercised over some specified set of values. The data path coverage value is defined as:
data path coverage number of exercised paths cover set where cover set is the total number of paths in the circuit. For example, given a combinational logic circuit, as shown in Figure 1(a) , its graph G is illustrated in Figure 1 (b). Table 1 enumerates all those paths that should be exercised to obtain the circuit full verification coverage, i.e. the cover set. The first column is the label of each path. The second column shows the ordered set of nodes -primary input node, internal nodes and primary output nodes -for each path. Last column is the output logic value of some nodes to ensure the exercising of each path, i.e. the satisfiability conditions of a path. For example, in order to check the In this condition, a transition from low to high logic value or high to low logic value is propagated through Path 3 , and its functionality is checked. In other words, in those conditions, a transition is propagated from a primary input to a primary output. 
Path propagation satisfiability
Given a graph G representing a Boolean network, path v 0 v k is a propagation path between a primary input vertex v 0 and a primary output vertex v k , if incoming transitions at vertex v 0 are propagated through the set of vertices
, and transitions are available at the primary output vertex v k . In order to establish the propagation path, several primary inputs should be set to specific logic values, that is, an input condition must be satisfied. Given a path to propagate a transition, its input condition depends on the propagation conditions of each gate of the path.
To characterize properly the propagation path in a Boolean logic circuit, we need to introduce a new gate model. It consists in to codify each gate with two bits, a data bit and a propagation bit (i.e. a d and a p for the signal a, respectively). If propagation bit is active, there is a propagation. Otherwise, the data bit contains a valid data value.
Intuitively, a 2-input AND gate -with inputs a, b and output y -propagates a transition when a transition arrives to one of its inputs and the other input is set to logic one. If the transition arrives to one input and the other input is set to logic zero, the transition is killed and the output is set to logic zero. Finally, if more than one transition arrives simultaneously -this happens when more than one transition converge in a gate -its output could not have a controllable value. Therefore, it must be avoided. When there is not input transition, the gate behaviour is the normal AND logic function. Formally, the gate model is:
In a similar manner, a 2-input OR gate propagates a transition, if a transition arrives to one of its inputs and the other input is set to logic zero. But, if the other input is set to logic one, the gate sets its output to logic one and kills the propagation. When there is not input transition, the gate behaviour is the common OR logic function. Therefore, the new OR gate model is described as:
And finally, the INV always propagates a transition when it arrives to its single input. Otherwise, the logic inversion is performed. The INV description is:
Given a path or a set of paths, the propagation satisfiability means to find an input vector to guarantee the propagation conditions for each gate of the given paths. Figure 2 illustrates the algorithm to sensitize a set of paths. Given a set of paths, the sensitization requirements for each path of the set are annotated in the circuit. Figure 2 only provides an input vector that sensitizes a set of paths. However, our main concern is finding an input vector that maximizes the data path coverage of the circuit. A greedy strategy is based on searching by explicit enumeration an input vector that sensitizes the maximum number of paths. In general, such approach is unpractical when the circuit complexity -in terms of number of inputs, outputs and gates -is high. Therefore, we need cut down the number of paths on each set. This bound is exactly the maximum path coverage. As will be illustrated in Table 2 , higher complexity -measured in gate countrequires longer computation time.
Functional vector generation based on explicit enumeration

MILP functional vector generation
The functional vector generation that maximizes the data path coverage can be modelled using MILP as follows. First, the circuit must be translated to MILP equations. Second, it is necessary to provide an objective function.
Circuit description in MILP
The work presented in [7] describes a method to model binary logic gates in MILP. The models work correctly when the input variables are kept in the integer range 0 1 . Therefore, the output variables will be kept in the integer range 0 1 . It implies that circuit primary input variables must be defined as binary variables in the MILP problem. 
MILP optimization
Given a Boolean network G corresponding to a combinational logic circuit obtained by technology independent synthesis procedures -G is a structural description using 2-input AND, 2-input OR and INV gates -it is translated to MILP equations using our gate models (see Equations 1-6). The objective function to be maximized represents the number of sensitized paths.
As result, for each gate of the sensitized paths, their propagation bits are activated. Because our model avoids transition convergence at each gate, if a propagation bit is activated at the primary output, then there exists a single path between a primary input and this primary output. Therefore, maximize the number of sensitized paths is equivalent to maximize the number of propagation bits at the primary outputs of the circuit.
Experimental results
We processed a large set of two-level and multi-level examples of the MCNC'91 [1] benchmark suite to determine a functional vector that maximizes the data path coverage of a combinational circuit.
The results were computed in a Sun-Fire 280R server, powered by two UltraSPARC III at 900 MHz, with 4 GByte of RAM memory. We developed a logic simulator in C programming language to solve the satisfiability problem with the proposed gate model and algorithms (see Section 3 and 4). In addition, we use GLPK [10] software as MILP solver.
Each circuit of the MCNC benchmark suite was preprocessed by MISII [11] logic synthesis system and mapped to a library of logic gates -2-inputs NAND, 2-input NOR and INV -with minimum area and power consumption. A functional vector exercising the maximum number of observable paths was determined by both a greedy algorithm and the proposed methodology. The greedy approach consists in the explicit enumeration of sets of paths to find a functional vector that exercise them. In addition, we limit the number of paths on each set of the greedy strategy to the maximum coverage number obtained by the proposed approach. Table 2 shows comparisons in terms of CPU time to compute the first functional vector that maximizes the data path coverage of the combinational circuit. The first column gives the name of the circuit according to the MCNC benchmark suite.
The complexity of the circuit is measured in terms of number of gates (column two), number of inputs (column three), number of outputs (column four) and number of paths (column five). Column six gives the number of variables used in the MILP problem, and column seven presents the number of Boolean variables. Column eight presents the number of paths for the best obtained coverage. Column nine presents the total time required to solve the MILP problem.
Column ten gives the CPU time needed to obtain an input vector that sensitizes a set of paths. Next column provides ¡ required by the explicit enumeration, where n is the total number of paths and m the data path coverage (see column eight). The estimated CPU time to find a path set of maximum coverage using the greedy search is presented in column twelve. Finally, last column shows the CPU time ratio between the greedy search and the MILP solution. CPU time is expressed in seconds.
The total number of processed circuits was 94. The highest complex circuit -in terms of gate count -is duke2 (4704 gates), and the lowest is b11 (11 gates). In terms of the number of inputs, the highest complex circuit is C2670 (233 primary inputs) and the lowest is b1 (3 primary inputs). The maximum coverage was close to the number of primary outputs. The exhaustive SAT search algorithm is not practical when coverage grows, that is when the number of outputs grows. This is the reason because we limit the number of paths on each set of the greedy strategy. Even in such condition, we obtain a significant improvement in computational effort.
Conclusions
The computational complexity of functional vector generation to optimize the data path coverage in combinational circuits grows exponentially with the number of gates. We propose an efficient methodology to determine functional vectors that exercises paths and maximizes the data path coverage of the verification test. We used Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) to implement the proposed methodology. Comparisons with a greedy search strategy demonstrate that our methodology using MILP obtains functional vectors to optimize the data path coverage in a very efficient way (in terms of CPU time). The implementation of the proposed methodology is always better than the greedy search when the number of primary inputs and outputs is greater than eight and three, respectively. The CPU time advantage of our solution based in MILP is several orders of magnitude greater than the greedy solution. This reduction allows verifying combinational logic circuits in a practical CPU time, against the approach based on extensive simulation. This is the first ever reported work on functional vector generation to optimize data path coverage.
Our methodology has an obvious limitation; as the circuit grows in terms of number of gates, the vector generation takes more CPU time. In order to reduce the CPU time, several works are in progress related to circuit partition and word-level description of the MILP problem.
